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Outline

Why did we change to outcomes and totex?
What are we seeing in the first two years of AMP6?
What’s important as we head towards the next price review?
What’s next for the 2019 price review?
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Dynamic and complex challenges face the sector
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National Audit Office (October 2015) shows that the impact on
bills of our regulatory approach has fallen over time. This is
partly due to diminishing returns from this form of regulation –
customers have already had the low hanging fruit.
Photo © Environment Agency
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AMP 6 – why change from previous price reviews?
Companies managing and delivering for the regulator without
proper regard to customers?
Complicated – increasing layers of complexity to try to balance
incentives
Regulatory burden – around 2000 outputs at PR09
Lengthy, detailed business plans – producing them and then for
Ofwat to read them
Incentives – driving what behaviours?
Perception of a bias towards spending capex – earn a return on
assets added to the regulated asset base.
Impact on suppliers – five year cycle of expenditure.
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The difference – the 2014 price review headlines

More than a quarter of a million
customers engaged

“…brought out the best in two

companies: South West Water
and Affinity Water… have
come up with business plans
“Even more scope for customer engagement”
that manage to supply water
Water company CEO – Utility Week
and reduce bills by 7 per cent
and 11 percent respectively”
“…we have seen a real change in approach,
– The Times
which will benefit customers…CCGs have
made an important and significant
“It’s all about the
contribution” – Ofwat
“Biggest customer engagement
exercise in company’s history”
– Water company websites

19 CCGs, 12 CCG Chairs and
over 164 unique stakeholder
groups represented on CCGs

customer stupid!” – Utility Week

“Seismic shift in culture...
in the water sector”
– Utility Week

“We had some tough
conversations at board level”
CCG chair – Utility Week
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Outcomes
Outcomes are the higher level objectives that
company activities/outputs are intended to
achieve – the things that customers and society
value
Performance commitments (PCs) measure the
direct and tangible products/activities needed to
achieve outcomes
Outcome delivery incentives (ODIs) – rewards
and penalties that may be financial,
reputational or procedural
PR09 had a database of over 11,000 project
records comprising over 2,000 outputs.
PR14 resulted in 171 outcomes and 522 PCs
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Totex
Perceived capex bias
Where are new efficiencies coming from?
• New ways of delivering outcomes
• Innovation
• Breaking the link between building new assets and
financial return
Incentive to choose the right solution whatever it is, for example even paying farmers to stop
polluting water course, rather than paying to install new treatment process to remove farm
pollutants
Company ownership – companies can change what they deliver in period as new solutions are
found, as long as they achieve the outcome.
Risk management required to deliver an outcome rather than just an output.
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Totex spend in the first two years of AMP6
Cumulative wastewater totex, £m
Cumulative water totex, £m
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At industry level, actual water totex is 3% below the allowance. Actual wastewater totex is 7% below allowance.
Potential reasons for difference between allowed and actuals could be:
• timing; or
• genuine efficiencies
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Financial performance on outcomes

Totex and ODIs for 2015-16 and 2016-17

“We believe there is a weak relationship with a positive

cultural attitude leading to
outperformance in both totex and ODIs slightly
outweighing the extra cost required in
achieving it.”
Dominique Nash and al., Macquarie Research
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Excerpt from service delivery report 2015-16
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PR19 theme 1
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PR19 theme 2
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PR19 theme 3
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PR19 theme 4
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Timeline for the 2019 price review
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Summary
There were compelling reasons to move to a totex and outcomes approach
Companies are focusing on delivering their outcomes within the totex allowance
We will be continuing with totex and outcomes beyond 2020
There are key themes for the 2019 price review which will impact on company plans
The 2019 price review is coming soon
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